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Jolene Sung By Dolly Parton

Your voice is soft like summer rain
And I cannot compete with you, Jolene

Jolene was like, Come here Sugartits

and he was like, but I have a girlfriend

and Jolene was like, I want your cock

and he was like, but I’m a woman

so he became a man

No one can compete with Jolene, really

it was hairy tunneling in synch

a karaoke of bursting orgasms

cuntsongs he crooned into her country

then she said, my vagina map 

is pointing me in the other direction

he said, my vagina compass always points North

so he came back to me, described it all in detail

and even now I feel tight tingling below 

when he moans her name at night
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Something In Red Sung By Lorrie Morgan

The guaranteed number to knock a man dead,
I’m looking for something in red.

Emerald enters you and it feels good

here is a neon vibrator

this one is fuchsia

the colors mean you can see them

mean they won’t get lost in your wine jug holes

you could use a paintbrush but it probably won’t hit the right spots

too narrow

you could use the bristles and cuntpink paint 

to cover over all this purple and brown

the ugly parts don’t look like porn

won’t woo the man

won’t break the penis heart
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Figure 5.

The cuntry object chokes. Gagging and drooling signify youth, fresh naiveté, 
submission. She submits. She stuffs her holes, and the stuffed holes speak for her, 
and she is trained to understand the difference. The cuntry object swallows the 
load, swallows what she is fed. Plays with what she is given. And she looks good 
doing it. She really does. 
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Pickup Man Sung By Joe Diffie

There’s just somethin’ women like 
About a pickup man

This is my childhood trauma 

I was already a dead body in the room

I was actually that drunk

they slung me like a hammock

the object was picked up

the girl “claims to have been raped”

it was time to prove

he was a man

he was drunk

I don’t know what I was thinking

they were all— 

 Some girls don’t like boys like me. 

 Aw, but some girls do.


